Introduction & Purpose
This page is a list of web site resources specifically designed for teacher use. Refer to the Student Version for additional web site resources that will link your Idaho TECH team(s) to more activities and research opportunities!

Activities and Information About Mars & Space Exploration:

**NASA Quest:** NASA Quest is a rich resource for educators, kids and space enthusiasts who are interested in meeting and learning about NASA people and the national space program. quest.arc.nasa.gov/index.html

**NASA’s Mars Exploration Program:** NASA’s official Mars exploration site. Use this site as a reference or click on the “Mars for Educators” link for workshops, classroom resources, and education programs about Mars. mars.jpl.nasa.gov

**Amazing Space:** This site uses the Hubble Telescope’s discoveries to inspire and educate about the wonders of the universe. Includes online space explorations for the classroom, teaching tools such as readings and graphic organizers, etc. amazing-space.stsci.edu

**Live From Earth and Mars:** This site includes information about Pacific Northwest weather, online workshop materials, project ideas, and activities for a mission to Mars. Click on the “Teaching Tools” link for interactive educational modules, which are the heart of "Live from Earth and Mars." www-k12.atmos.Washington.edu/k12/index.html